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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel concept called VolVision that en-
compasses using a camera to reconstruct 6DoF unconstrained mo-
tion. ”VolVision” is designed to handle imagery falling, tossed or
thrown cameras. And VolVision also allows users to reconstruct
dynamic images and generate a 3D-mapped scene from image se-
quences. It could be used to model severe environments like valley
and mountains that are normally not easily viewed by humans. We
produced a prototype that embodies the concept above, and were
able to reconstruct the camera’s path, perform image mosaicing,
and track 3D information of feature points in images.

CR Categories: I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]:
Scene Analysis—Motion;
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1 Introduction

Late model digital cameras are primarily distinguished from prede-
cessors by the small form-factor which has allowed their incorpo-
ration into many mobile devices. Correspondingly, a new crop of
research has started to examine what can be done with pervasive
mobile cameras. For example, Phototourism [Snavely et al. 2006]
allows users to travel virtually in a 3D space by inferring each cam-
era’s position and orientation and rendering a scene reconstruction.

Such developments in the camera modules and usage open the
possibility of more compelling experiences than just taking pho-
tos. However, in terms of camerawork, those applications always
require fixed or stable motion for getting clear, blurless images.
For example, photographers often limit the shooting range during
capture through implements like tripods, rails, and cranes. Such
constraints along with special stabilization technologies such as
Steadicam or Sony SteadyShot are the most popular ways to get
stable images.

In video imagery, professional and amateur directors alike affix
cameras to cars, airplanes that are human-controlled. Directors of-
ten limit the shot range or prepare overly complex capturing sys-
tems in order to reduce the dimensionality of camera motion and
get a stable image.

On the other hand, there is some research into 6DoF motion cam-
eras, but most of this concerns handheld camera system, so those
system assume that camera motion is slower than motions like
falling, tossing, and throwing. It is frequently assumed that pho-
tography can’t take place during such moments, but many of the
most compelling evidentiary images involve fast-moving and unex-
pected shifts in camera pose (for instance onboard vehicles cameras
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in the case of a roll-over accident). There has been some interesting
work on virtual cameras using large camera arrays such as those in
Light Field Photography [Ng et al. 2005] or to create special effects
such as ”Bullet Time”.

However, there is no simple system that exists to handle highspeed
and unconstrained camera motion.In this paper, we propose ”VolVi-
sion”, a novel concept for a camera system that is out of the pho-
tographer’s hands and is not fixed to anything. Under VolVision’s
assumptions, we show sample applications illustrated in Figure 1.
We developed prototype for exhibiting the key characteristics of the
technology necessary for VolVision.

Figure 1: VolVision (Upper-left) : Throwing and capturing sur-
round images. (Bottom-left) : Volvision in baseball. (Right) : Flex-
ible sensing system using free-fall Volvision.

2 VolVision

VolVision is a novel camera system that consists of a high frame
rate camera and that is free-moving. It capture images and movies
assuming highspeed 6DoF motion, and generates dynamic contents
and flexible sensing from captured data. In this section, we suggest
potential applications under the VolVision, as showed in Figure 1.

The simplest application is just throwing a camera to enable users
to get a wider view of the area surrounding them. (see upper-left
in Figure 1). Using a camera with frame rate higher than observed
objects’ speed in images, we can assume that in the captured im-
agery unconstrained motion is equivalent to images from several
cameras fixed at the each point in the trajectory. It enables, for ex-
ample, users to send cameras into the air, so if we process those
images, we can reconstruct the camera positions and orientations
at each points in the air, and using SfM, we can reconstruct fea-
ture points’ position and orientation. Synthesizing a virtual camera
we can generate rich content, like generating another scene from fa-
vorite viewpoints. So VolVision implemented with ball, flying disk,
and other hand-thrown things enables users to get viewpoints from
points 3m higher from themselves without jumping or climbing.

And we can apply it to balls used in sports like baseball, soccer,
volleyball and so forth. (See bottom-left in Figure 1). Imagine a



pitcher’s hand grabbing a VolVision system implemented a camera,
throwing it to the mitt of catcher, interrupting by a grinding batter?s
full swing, looking down upon an outfielder, and being caught by
a lucky boy in a large audience all giving a shout of joy. In the
previous scenario, for capturing such images, users have to prepare
multi-camera and to handle the complex shot sequence, however,
VolVision generates the same contents without requiring them to
do so.

From a different point of view, we can apply VolVision to large
sensing system. For example, throwing VolVision units higher from
the top of a mountain enables us to gather its scene and structure
information from areas which are risky for humans to traverse. (See
right in Figure 1). In the future, VolVision will be useful for search
and rescue of people who have gotten lost in snowy mountains and
other inhospitable locations.

From the above potential applications, we have illustrated a strong
need for VolVision. The key technology of VolVision is twofold:

• One is a small high frame rate camera. All application assume
the motion is more rapid than previous research expected, they
requires more higher frame rate.

• The other is to infer camera position and orientation in each
frames. All application assume extremely wide scenes, free
viewpoints, and higher dimension information.

If we find camera position and orientation in every frame, using im-
age mosaicing, SfM and other image processing techniques enables
us to make raw data fit to many applications. For embodying VolVi-
sion, we developed prototype illustrating the simplest applications
showed in Figure 1.

3 Prototypes

Figure 2: Prototypes: (Left) ball type and (Right) flying disk type.

We shows our prototype appearance in Figure 2. We develop two
type systems, a ball and a flying disk. And using the ball, we
performed a preliminary experiment. We recorded a movie with
a high-speed configuration (resolution: width = 432 pixels, height
= 224 pixels, frame rate = 240 FPS).

We use vSLAM as the method inferring camera’s position and
orientation. vSLAM is the traditional localization and mapping
method for robots. Using vSLAM, we can get a robot’s position and
orientation and features’ position information in the space. There
are many open vSLAM implementations, we chose the method in
[Klein and Murray 2007] called PTAM.

Many of vSLAM methods assume slow robot motion.
[Klein and Murray 2007] say their target is more rapid hand-
held motion than is typical for robots. And our target is much more
rapid than theirs (particularly high-speed rotations).

In this experiment, first we applied pure PTAM to our system, but
it doesn’t perform well especially during mapping process. This is

because unmodified PTAM uses heuristic evaluation as a mapping
process, so we altered PTAM to handle conditions typical of high-
speed 6DoF cameras.

4 Results

Our results from preliminary experimentation is shown in Figure
3. At present, we succeeded in reconstructing camera position and
orientation from motion as well as features points’ position in the
scene.

Figure 3: Image mosaicing (Left) and reconstruction (Right).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel technology, VolVision that al-
lows tracking and reconstruction of dynamic scenes. As opposed to
blurry and uncertain camera orientation, the system provides richer
information from cameras under highspeed 6DoF motion by hand-
tuning tracking and camera technologies to fit these situations. We
also show application examples, to make clear the key technology
required by those applications. We developed a prototype for the
most simple applications and succeeded in reconstructing camera
position and orientation, feature points’ position in 3d space, get-
ting image mosaicing. For the future works, we have to increase
the precision of inference of camera position and orientation, and
to implement the above applications.
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